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FOREWORD

 The Philippine Center for Postharvest Development and Mechanization (PHilMech) is man-
dated to generate, extend and commercialize appropriate and problem-oriented agricultural and 
fishery postharvest and mechanization technologies and systems.

 With this mandate, PHilMech works diligently at mechanizing the production or postproduc-
tion operations of all agricultural commodities available in the country. Rice is one of the major pro-
grams of PHilMech in terms of mechanization especially in the advent of free trade and the passing 
of the Rice Tariffication Law or the RA 11203. Through this law, the Rice Competitiveness Enhance-
ment Fund or RCEF was funded where farmers are groomed to be as competent as its neighboring 
countries.  

 As stated in the law, PHilMech will receive 50 percent of the 10 billion peso-fund each year 
for RCEF Mechanization Program to facilitate the distribution of the machinery grants to qualified 
rice-producing farmers’ cooperatives and associations (FCAs). 

 To support and make sustainable the program in mechanization, extension services like train-
ing courses, enterprise development and communication support have also been funded to edu-
cate, train and empower these FCAs.

 In the area of communication support, the project aims at increasing the knowledge and 
interest of the farmers to adopt and utilize rice mechanization technologies in their production to 
postharvest operations. 

 One way to increase their knowledge is by producing helpful and comprehensive references 
on rice production and postharvest systems that can guide them toward the path of competitive-
ness. Thus, PHilMech compiled reliable and comprehensive sources of information both from other 
agencies and from our experts to come up with this manual. 

 The series of reference manuals for FCAs include topics on the different farm operations 
from land preparation, plant establishment, harvesting and threshing, grain drying and up to rice 
milling. Each includes principles, knowledge and practices to effectively mechanize farm operations. 
This will not only educate the farmers but also reach even the new generation of farmers among the 
different FCAs in the country. 

Baldwin G. Jallorina, Ph.D.
Director IV
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Plant Establishment

What is plant establishment?

 Plant establishment is a sequence of events that includes seeding, seed germination, seedling
 emergence and development to the stage where the seedlings could be expected to grow to
 maturity. 

1. Principles and Systems of Plant Establishment

 A. Why is plant establishment important?

 Plant establishment is important because a well, established plant equates to a successful  
 rice crop. It is also done to maintain a uniform stand on healthy rice seedlings. A rice plant   

  with poor establishment can have its growth/standing affected.

B. What are the factors that influence plant establishment?

 Cultivar, seedling vigor, seeding method, seeding date, soil properties, seeding rate, seed 
 treatments, environment and geographic location are the factors that influence plant 
 establishment. 

C. What are the ways to have effective plant establishment?

 Direct seeding and transplanting either manually or mechanically are the ways to 
 establish the plant. According to a study conducted by PHilMech (2015), rice farmers are   

  better off in using mechanical transplanter compared to manual transplanting as income is 
 increased by Php 640.00 to Php 13,755.00 ha-1. 

D. What affects plant establishment?

 The quality of seed, soil type or condition, and water supply all affect plant establishment.  

E. What are the things to be considered in plant establishment?

 Best yield, least cost and ease of operation are the considerations in plant establishment.
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2. Seed Quality

A. What is seed quality?

 The summation of all attributes that contribute to seed performance. Higher quality means
  high vigor and germination. 

B. What are the important terms to take note? 

 • Purity – refers to how free a seed is from weeds (other crops or species) and inert material
  (stones, dirt, or twigs). Purity is expressed on a percentage basis by weight.

 • Germination – refers to  the total number of seeds alive determined through controlled   
     tests and actual counts of the number of seeds that germinate.

 • Seed vigor – refers to the strength of the seedlings. Seeds low in vigor are weak seedlings  
      while seeds high in vigor are stronger plants that can stand against environmental stresses.

3. Environmental Conditions Affecting Seed Establishment

A. What are the environmental conditions affecting seed establishment?

  Moisture from surrounding environment will help establish a root system in a moist layer of 
  soil and for its shoots and leaves to break out above the soil surface. However, this can be 
  affected by (1) contact between the seed and soil water; (2) depth at which seed is placed; 
  and, (3) number of pests present.

B. How does germination in seeds start?

	 	 •	First,	the	seed	absorbs	a	certain	amount	of	moisture	from	its	surroundings.	

	 	 •	Second,	rice	seeds	must	be	placed	close	to	the	soil	surface.	Ideal	depth	is	10-15	mm.
  Deeper than this and the surface sealing will restrict the number of shoots that emerge and 
  increase the time to emergence. In wet seeding, seeds should not sink below the puddled 
  surface.
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4. Methods of Plant Establishment

A. What is the difference between direct seeding and transplanting?

In direct seeding, the seed is sown directly in the main field either by broadcast seeding in wet or  
                dry field. In the transplanting method, seedlings are first raised in the seedbed before they

are planted in the main field. 

B. Which is better direct seeding or transplanting?

There is lower labor cost with direct seeding as it eliminates seedbed preparation, care of 
seedlings in the seedbed, pulling seedlings and hauling and transplanting operations. However,  

 this method has a greater tendency to lodge because roots of directly seeded rice develop poorly.  
 Anchorage is also poor.  According to IRRI there should be a little difference between the two  
 methods if one has chosen the most suitable planting method to his area considering the  
 (1) locality, (2) type of soil, (3) rice ecosystem, and (4) availability of inputs and labor. 

          Table 1. Comparison of Methods: Direct Seeding vs. Transplanting

Particulars Direct Seeded 
(Broadcast by hand)

Transplanted
(Planting by hand) Precision Rice Seeder

Farm system Rainfed/ upland Irrigated / lowland
Easily irrigated and 

drained

Suitable season Dry season Dry and wet season Dry and wet season

Planting preparation None 30-40 days nursery None

Seed rate 80 to 150 kg/ha 40 to 60 kg/ha 15-80 kg/hr

Soil moisture at planting No standing water Up to 5 cm water No standing water

Labor requirement: 
planting

2 persons/ha 20 persons/ha 2 persons/ha

Weed control / 
management

Difficult Slight Moderate

Plant stability High lodging potentials Low lodging potentials Low lodging potentials

Maturity 7-10 days early  Normal 7-10 days early
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DIRECT SEEDING METHOD 

 1. What is direct seeding?

 Dry seeds or pre-germinated seeds and seedlings are broadcast by hand or planted by   
  machine. 

 2. What are the advantages of direct seeding?

  Uses less labor
  Matures quicker than transplanted rice
  More affordable than manual transplanting

3. What are the disadvantages of direct seeding?

  Plants tend to lodge more because there is less root anchorage.
  More seeds are required (80-100 kg/ha needed compared with 35-65 kg/ha required
    for transplanting.)

 4. What are the different types of direct seeding?

    A. Manual Broadcasting 
         Dry or pre-germinated seeds are sown by scattering on the wet soil surface. Usually done by 
         one or two people per hectare a day.

   B. Mechanical Seeding
        A mechanical seeder is a manually operated direct seeding farm implement with two mud floater 
       wheels and is manually pulled. Dry or pre-germinated seeds are metered and dispersed uniformly 
       to the wet soil surface. As the wheel rotates, the seeds are uniformly dropped in straight rows.
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TRANSPLANTING 

 1. What is transplanting?

 Transplanting is when pre-germinated seedlings are transferred from a seedbed to the wet 
 field. It ensures a uniform plant stand and gives the rice crop a head start over emerging
 seeds.

 2. Types of Transplanting

 A. What are the different types of transplanting?

  Manual transplanting 
  This is most suited for labor-surplus areas and for small rice fields. 

   Mechanical transplanting 
  Mechanical transplanting involves planting young rice seedlings into puddled soil
  by machine.

 
  B. What are the advantages of manual transplanting?

No need for expensive machines
Suitable for labor-surplus areas
Suited for small rice fields
Can be done in fields with less than optimal levelling and with varying water levels

  C. What are the disadvantages of manual transplanting?

Tedious and time-consuming 
Lack of labor at peak periods to plant on time
Difficult to maintain optimum spacing and uniform plant density
Low plant density with contract transplanting on area basis lowers yields
Seedlings in rain-fed areas (especially of modern varieties) may get too old before rain 
falls and the field is ready to be planted.
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 D. What are the requirements for Mechanical Transplanting?
                                                                
          1. Mechanical transplanting involves planting young rice seedlings into puddled soil by  
   machine. It requires considerably less time and labor than manual transplanting.

         2. Seedlings should be raised in special mat nurseries or in seedling trays, using 18-25  
   kg of good seed per 100 m2 of nursery for each ha. Seedlings will be ready for 
   transplanting in 12-15 days after seeding (DAS). During planting, fields should be well 
   puddled and levelled, allowing the mud to settle for 1-2 days after final puddling. 

         3. The soil/mud must be hard enough to support the transplanting machine. The soil is 
   ready when a small “V” mark made in the puddled soil holds its shape. At this moisture
    level, the soil can hold the seedlings upright.
  

  E. What are the advantages of using mechanical transplanter?

 Fast and efficient
 Uses less labor and ensures timely planting
 Reduces stress, drudgery and health risks
 Ensures uniform spacing and plant density
 Seedlings recover fast, tiller vigorously, and mature uniformly
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Machinery, Specifications, Operations and Maintenance

A. RICE DRUM SEEDER 

1.  What is a rice drum seeder?

Rice drum seeder is a manually operated direct seeding farm implement. It has two mud floaters/
ground wheels installed at both ends. As the mud floater wheels rotate, the seeds from the drums 
drop from the holes to the mud. 

2.  What are the basic parts and functions of a rice drum seeder?

  Seed drums – Contain the seeds that drop from the holes to the mud as the ground 
  wheels rotate. A drum seeder may consist of 4-6 drums carrying 8 kg of palay  

    depending on the design.

        Metering holes – Seeds go through these small holes in the drums as the wheels rotate.

 Main shaft – Usually made of mild steel pipe to accommodate the seed drums and
  ground wheel.

 Ground wheel – Rotates the seed drum without slippage for a uniform and desired 
    seed rate. Can be made out of mild steel or plastic.

 Handle – Usually made of steel pipe and hitched to the main shaft.

Figure 1. Basic parts of Rice Drum Seeder
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3.  What preparations are needed in using the rice drum seeder?

 Seed Preparation

Pre-germinate the seed (soak for in water, cover and drain for 24 hours). In this time    
  the seedling root will emerge 2-3 mm. If the seed is left longer it can become entangled,   
  making it difficult to separate the seeds and thus causing damage to the seeds when planted.

 Land preparation

a. Ensure the field is well levelled, well puddled and weed free.

b. In drained fields, small canalettes can be made across the field a couple of days after   
      puddling to further help drain the field and avoid snail damage and seed emergence 

    problems in areas with standing water.

c. Plant the field within 2-5 days after the final puddling. At this point the soil has settled to
    hold seed on or near the surface and weeds are controlled.

 Sowing of seeds with the drum seeder

a. Load the drums with seeds. Do not fill drums more than  2/3 full. 

b. Walk at steady speed.

c. Do not irrigate for 2-3 days after sowing to allow roots to anchor. Increase the depth of   
                   water gradually as the seedlings grow but do not completely submerge seedlings.

d. During the wet season the rainfall might  wash away the newly sown seeds.
    But, floodwater could control the weeds as the seedlings.
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B. MECHANICAL RICE TRANSPLANTER

1.  What is a mechanical rice transplanter?

 This is a machine for planting young rice seedlings to puddled soil. The mechanical rice   
  transplanter  requires less time and labor than manual transplanting. 

2.  What are the considerations for mechanical transplanting?

 • Mechanical transplanting is best  suited for irrigated areas

 • Special nursery management is needed (mat nursery or seedling trays)

 • Good land preparation, leveling and water management are required

 • Fields need good access for machine transport and field entry

 • Good training is needed to properly operate the transplanting machine properly

3.  What are the types of mechanical rice transplanters?

 •  Walk-behind  
 •  Riding-type

4.  What are the basic parts and functions of the walk-behind mechanical rice transplanter?

 Throttle control lever – turn the throttle clockwise to increase acceleration and    
    counter clockwise to reduce

 Gear shift lever – with four gear settings; reverse, neutral, transplanting and transport 
 
 Choke lever – use during hard or cold starting of the engine
 
 Main clutch lever - controls the transfer of power to all power-needed parts

 Engine switch – has three settings: on, off and lamp (lights on)

 Transplanting clutch lever – for engaging and disengaging the planting mechanism of   
     the transplanter

 Hill space adjustment lever – adjustment from 12, 14, 16, 17, 19,    21 cm

 Recoil start knob – for starting engine

 Steering clutch levers – for right and left turning on headlands

 Planting depth adjuster – adjusts depth of planting
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5. What are the basic parts and functions of the riding type mechanical rice transplanter?

 Key switch - used to ignite and stop the engine

 Throttle control lever – turn the throttle clockwise to increase acceleration and counter   
     clockwise to reduce.

 Gear shift lever – there are four gear settings: reverse, neutral, transplanting and transport 

 Choke lever – use choke lever during hard or cold starting of the engine.

 Main shift lever - main clutch lever controls the driving direction and speed.
 
 Engine switch – The engine switch has three settings: on, off and lamp (lights on).

 Transplanting clutch lever – used to engage and disengage the planting mechanism of the   
      transplanter.

 Steering Wheel - used for right and left turning on headlands.

 Hydraulic planting clutch lever - used to engage and disengage the planting section.

 Hill space adjustment lever – adjustment from 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21 cm.

 Planting depth adjuster – used to adjust the depth of planting. 

6. How to operate a mechanical rice transplanter?

 a. Machine controls
  The self-propelled mechanical rice transplanter has two sections: transport and   

  planting. The transport system consists of engine, a gear box, a lever for adjusting hill spacing  
  or forward speed, a PTO shaft, a toothed steel wheel for field operation and steering, a driver’s 
  seat and two seats for helpers. The planting section has a floating board, nursery platform,   
  transplanting fingers with screws for adjusting the number of plants per hill, depth setting   
  lever, chains for height adjustment of float board and pedal for float-lifting.

 b. Planting depth controls
  Planting depth is very important because if it is too shallow, the plant could be
 uprooted by rain or wind, and if its too deep and the plant risks rotting. In the first system,
 the planting depth can be set at the desired depth simply by sliding the lever handle.
 The planting depth can be adjusted by moving the lever towards the operator and vice 
 versa. In the second system, the lever needs to be rotated to set the desired depth.    

  counter-clockwise rotation will increase planting depth and vice versa.
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 c. Number of plants per hill controls
  The optimum number of plants per hill is very important to get higher productivity.   

  There are two types of systems to control the number of plants per hill in different
 machines. The first type of system has a lever that reduces the number of plants per hill
 when pulled towards the operator and vice versa. The second type of system has screws   

  that, through clockwise rotation, increase the number of plants per hill and vice versa.   
  In this system, the nuts have to be loosened, before setting the screw is to set to the  
  desired position. Caution must be taken that all of the screws are set equally so that

 all of the fingers pick up equal number of seedlings. This can be achieved by positioning
 the nut and bolts belonging to different screws in similar positions. 

 d. Hill-to-hill distance control
  The optimum hill-to-hill is an important parameter for achieving optimum productivity.  

  There is a lever in machine which can be set to a particular hill-to-hill distance, which is   
  marked on an attached plate.

 e. Straight planting marker
  A mechanical transplanter can plant in straight rows, which means, every return pass  

  should be parallel to the previous one. This can be achieved with the help of a marker that
 is attached to the machine. The machine should be operated forward in the return pass in
 a manner so that the marker is above the last row of the previous path.

 f. Planting clutch
  The planting clutch lever is used to engage or disengage the power to the fingers.   

  The clutch must be in the engaged position while transplanting. It must be in the
 disengaged position while feeding the nursery mats, operating the transplanter in
 transportation mode or whenever actual transplanting is not done. This is very important
 to avoid any breakage of fingers.

 g. Main clutch
  The main clutch is disengaged to run the engine in idle condition and engaged to make 
 the machine ready to move for work.

 h.  Accelerator
  Accelerator is used to move the machine at the desired speed. The speed of the 
 machine must be as recommended by the manufacturer. The accelerator lever is placed near  

  the operator’s position.

 i. Floating board
  The floating board serves as a base and helps when transporting or planting with
 deep water in the field. In a riding-type machine the floating board is connected with a
 pedal through a chain. The board may be lifted by pressing the pedal in a situation when the
 machine is stuck in mud or when the machine is to be transported from one field to another.
 In a walk-behind type transplanter, floating board may be lifted through a lever, which 
 actuates the hydraulic mechanism for that purpose. The floating board is lifted if the lever
 is set to the “up” position. 
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RICE TRANSPLANTER OPERATION 

A.  How the mechanical rice transplanter operate?
 Rice seedlings grown in the nursery are placed on the seedling tray of the mechanical   

 rice transplanter. As the rice transplanter moves along the puddled field, the grasping fork of the   
 transplanting arm gets a preset number of seedlings out of the seedling mat.  The seedlings   
 shall then be directed into the puddled soil. Afterwards, the transplanting arm resets back to   
 its original position for the next stroke.

B.  How dto use the mechanical rice transplanter in the field?

 a. Starting the engine
 1. Click if fuel is filled up.

 2. Check if engine oil is filled.

 3. Check if fuel filter valve is turned on.

 4. During cold starting, pull the choke lever to turn it on, push to turn it off.

 5. During normal starting, the throttle control lever should be set to ½ settings.

 6. Draw starter rope properly.

b. Field operation
 1. Lift the machine’s body to its desired height using the hydraulic control lever
     when moving to the field.

 2. At the starting point, the machine should be at its lowest position. Have the
     hydraulic control lever disengaged and floaters touch the surface of the land
 
 3. Put seedlings on the seedling rack then on reserve rack.

 4. Set gear-shift lever to transplanting gear settings.

 5. Engage the main clutch and drive machine to the field.

 6. When turning on headlands, disengage transplanting lever and the left and right
      steering clutch should be used to pivot the machine to required direction.
      Slightly lift the machine through the handle bars to facilitate turning.

c. Stopping
 1. Reduce throttle to its lowest settings.

 2. Switch off the engine.

 3. Turn off the fuel filter valve if machine will not be used for long period of time.
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d. Supplying seedlings

 1. Use the extension of the seedling rack to optimize the use of the machine.

 2. Remove the seedling mat from the seedling tray.

 3. Supplement the seedlings should be done when the seedling rack has
     reached the left or right end of the machine.

e. Transplanting- field operation

 1. Observe the shape and size of the field to determine the starting point and the
     transplanting pattern to be used.

 2. The first four rows are the base of the following rows. The operator should make the first 4  
      rows in straight lines. Keep the rows close to the ridges at a distance of 22-36cm.

 3. Transplanting pattern – leave 4 -8 rows on headlands which shall be covered at the 
      end of the operation.

Figure 2. Transplanting pattern
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RICE TRANSPLANTER MAINTENANCE 

A. How to maintain the machine? 

 1. Regular check-up and repair of the machine during off-season is recommended to
     achieve optimum performance of the machine during transplanting season. 

 2. Fuel pipes and hydraulic hoses should be replaced every other year. 

 3. Shorted or peeled cords are recommended to be replaced immediately
    for safety purposes.

Checkpoint Checking Item Schedule of Maintenance Check

Fuel Tank
Fuel level (20-40 L) riding type 
4 L for walk behind

Before transplanting operation and before 
storage

Engine crank case
Oil level or its contamination, add if 
necessary (1.5 L)

Check:   Before transplanting operation
Replace:   First 50 hours

Every 100 hours 

Transmission case Oil level or its contamination (10 L)
Check: Every season
Replace:  First 50 hours

Every 300 hours

Rear axle case Oil level or its contamination (7.0ℓ)
Check: Every season
Replace:  First 100 hours

Every 300 hours

Planting arm 
Greasing or check contamination: 
1 ~10 cc
Factory greasing quantity: 15 cc

Check: every season, Grease 1~10cc as 
needed

Lubricating every
sliding surface

Apply engine oil or gear oil
Before transplanting operation and before 
storage

Fuel filter Clean the filter cap
Check: Before transplanting operation
Replace: Every season

Transmission oil filter Replace
Check:  Every season
Replace: Initial 50 hours,

 Every 300 hours 

Air cleaner element 

Sponge: Clean with kerosene or 
gasoline and allow to dry
Paper element: Blow with 
compressed air

Every 100 hours of use

Table 2. Check and Maintenance Interval
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Fuel filter Replace Every 200 hours

Wire cords
Peeled cord or loose wire 
connector

Replace if necessary

Fuel pipes or the 
connectors

Check

Replace pipes every 2 years
Alternator, start
motor

Check starting performance

Check hydraulic
system

Check oil leakage Replace hoses every 2 years

Hydraulic hoses
and their connectors

Check

Replace hoses every 2 years

Before/after transplanting operation and 
before storage

Steering and its
bolt-tightening

Tighten every bolts

Every wire of each
controls

Free play

Critical bolts and
nuts

Re-torque

Rice picking pins Check, replace as needed

V-belt Check for damage

Lengthwise feeding 
drive shaft support

Check and replace if worn out

Rice mat support 
shoe

Check and replace if worn out Every 200 hours of use

Spark plug
Check for piled carbon or 
contamination

Every 200 hours of use
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B. How to  maintain the machine after every shift?
 
 1. Keep the engine oil level shall be in between upper limit and lower limit. 

 2. Free the fuel filter of water or other impurities to avoid clogging.  
      Turn the fuel switch off then dismantle and clean the cup. Also, clean the fuel filter

     mesh screen.

 3. Tension the hydraulic belt. The belt sag distance should be 10-15 mm when pressed
      by hand.

 4. Steering clutch - check if steering clutch is completely shut off (at “off” status) and   
       has a clearance between 0 - 1 mm. 

 5. Clearance of seedling grip - clearance between needle and wall should range
      from 1.3 to 1.7 mm. 

 6. Planting fork and pressing pin - the position of the pressing pin should be levelled
     with the planting fork. Change buffer pad if the flexible part of the pressing pin
     is more than 20 mm. 

C. What is done after transplanting?
 
 1. Wash the machine with water while the engine runs at medium speed. Clean the machine   

      completely. Do not stop the engine after washing. Keep it running for 2-3 minutes to
     prevent water from entering the air filter.

 2. Oil every part that needs lubrication.

 3. Change engine oil while the engine is warm.

 4. Drain the fuel tank and carburetor completely.

 5. Add new 20 cc oil in spark plug hole and pull starter 10 revolutions to prevent
     rust inside the cylinder.

 6. Pull up the starter slowly and stop when you feel it is compressed. 

 7. Oil the planting parts.

 8. To extend the life of pressing spring of planting arm, the planting fork
      should be lowered when in storage. 

 9. Set the master clutch handle and transplanting clutch “off”.  The hydraulic lever “down”
      and oil switch “off” for long storage.
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 10. Make sure that dust will not enter the gear tank oil because it is also used as hydraulic oil.

 11. Cover the machine with cloth and place it in the shade free from dust and moisture. 
      Do not store the machine near fertilizers and other corrosive materials.

 12. Keep spare parts and tools altogether with the transplanter.

D. What to check before operation?

 1. Check the oil (inside) of the engine crank case and the gear case. When oil level is low, 
    add oil.

 2. Check tlevel of fuel.

 3. Check and oil and moving parts.

E. What to do after the operation?

 1. Clean the machine. Wash the accumulated soil and dust.

 2. Dry and oil the friction parts to prevent rusting.
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MACHINE STORAGE 

A. What are the recommended steps for long term storage after the transplanting season?

 1. Dry the machine after washing.

 2. Rub the machine with a cloth soaed with ceaning soil.

 3. Completely turn the governor lever to low speed.

 4. Engage the main clutch and the rice-transplanting clutch levers.

 5. Return the rice transplanting grippers to their original state that is the state just
     before picking the seedlings; the rice-transplanting clutch is disengaged.

 6. Put the shift lever on neutral.

 7. Replenish oil ever parts that need replenishment.

B. How do you properly store the machine?

 1. Choose an open area with good ventilation and avoid direct ray of sunshine and rain.

 2. Turn the side bumper of planting section to “Storage” position, lower the planting   
     section completely and lock the hydraulic.

 3. Shift hydraulic planting clutch lever to “Neutral”, main shift lever to “Rice Mat Add”
      position and pull out the key.

 4. If possible, remove the battery from the machine and store it separately in the area  
         with good ventilation, without direct ray of sunshine and moisture.

 5. When leaving battery in the machine, be sure to disconnect the negative (-) cable.

 6. Turn the fuel cock lever to “close” and drain the gasoline from the fuel tank and carburetor

 7. Apply anti-rust fluid, engine oil or grease to any exterior component which seems to rust easily.
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Table 3. Malfunction and Basic Troubleshooting 

Problem Solution

1. Missing hills

Uneven rice seedling density or 
discrepancy seeding and in sprouting

•	Do	not	use	bad	rice	mat.

Rice mat is thin, too soft.

Rice mat is easily destroyed due

Too weak roots of rice

•	Rice	mat	pressing	rods	must	be	adjusted	to	prevent	destroying	
of rice mat

•	Plant	with	low	speed

•	Use	rice	mat	plate	when	taking	the	seedling	mat	out	of	the	tray

Bad planting posture due to worn out 
and deformed picking pins

•	Replace	picking	pins

•	Check	the	picking	pin	alignment	with	picking	pin	setting	gauge

Seedling mat does not slip down to be 
fed

•	Water	the	seedlings	if	the	soil	is	too	dry

•	Adjust	the	seedling	mat	properly	on	the	pressing	rod

Floating and missing roots due to too 
much clay in the soil mat that causes 
the seedlings stick to the picking pins

•	Soak	the	seedling	tray	in	the	water

•	Attach	a	push	piece	to	the	push	rod

•	Allow	1-2	cm	deep	water	level	of	the	rice	field

Push rod moves dully

•	Shims	should	be	adjusted	to	keep	moderate	gap	between	push	
rod and picking pins

•	Replace	or	repair		the	push	rod	if	needed	
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Problem Solution

2. Rice seedlings floats during transplanting

Too hard rice field surface

•	Increase	water	level	of	rice	field	to	1-2	cm	to	soften	the	surface	
of rice field 

•	Plant	right	after	the	harrowing

•	Adjust	the	hydraulic	sensitivity	to	“Hard	Field”	setting	

Seedling mats are destroyed easily due 
to the weak roots

•	Plant	at	low	speed

•	Press	the	rice	mats	down	with	seedling	mat	pressing	rod.

Water level of the field is too high
(more than 3 cm)

•	Adjust	the	hydraulic	sensitivity	to	“Hard	Field”	setting	

•	Plant	at	low	speed

•	Drain	the	water	of	rice	field	to	1-2	cm	deep	

Bad planting posture because the soil 
is too soft

•	Allow	the	soil	to	settle	down	after	harrowing	

•	Adjust	planting	depth	and	plant	one	step	deeper

•	Plant	at	low	speed.

Floater pushes the soil away

•	Adjust	the	hydraulic	sensitivity	to	“Soft	Field”	

•	Drain	water	from	the	rice	field	to	allow	the	soil	to	settle	before	
planting

•	Plant	at	low	speed

Floaters float too much •	Adjust	the	hydraulic	sensitivity	to	“Hard	Field”
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Problem Solution

3. Rice Seedling Float (Individual Seedling Floats)

Weak seedling mat

Seedling mat is too dry and easily 
destroyed

Seedling is stuck to main rice root 
and cannot be planted because it is 
not pushed by push rod which causes 
seedlings to float

•	Plant	at	low	speed

•	Soak	seedling	trays	in	the	water

Seedlings are stuck between picking 
pins

•	Remove	stuck	seedlings

Rice leaves come out to the picking slot •	Pressing	shaft	should	be	adjusted

a. Rice roots are scattered

Bad planting posture because of too 
soft soil condition

•	Adjust	planting	depth	to	plant	one	step	deeper	

•Drain	the	water	from	the	rice	field	to	allow	the	soil	to	settle	down	
before planting 

•Plant	at	low	speed

•Adjust	the	hydraulic	sensitivity	to	“Hard	Field”	

The soil mat (the bottom of seedling 
mat) is too thick

High quantity discrepancy
of planted rice

•	Cut	the	roots	of	rice	mat	to	achieve	3	cm	thickness	

•	Plant	at	low	speed

Too hard rice field surface

•	Repeat	harrowing	the	field	to	soften	

•	Adjust	planting	depth	to	plant	one	step	deeper

•	Plant	at	low	speed
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Problem Solution

Too much debris (rice straws and 
weeds) in the rice field

•	Remove	the	debris	

•	Plant	one	step	deeper	by	adjusting	planting	depth	adjuster.	

•	Plant	at	low	speed.

•	Adjust	the	hydraulic	sensitivity	to	“Hard	Field”

Too much clay soil and
the rice roots are stuck to picking pins

•	Adjust	planting	depth	adjuster

•	Increase	water	level	to	2-3	cm

•	Attach	push	piece	to	the	push	rod

Planted Seedlings are bent over forward •	Too	low	pressing	shaft

•	Pressing	shaft	should	be	adjusted	to	refrain	the	rice	picking	pins	
from touching the rice leaves

•	If	the	seedling	mats	are	too	dry,	soak	them	in	the	water

•	Feeding	speed	should	be	adjusted	to	20	cycle

•	Plant	at	low	speed
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C. PRECISION RICE SEEDER

A. What is a Precision Rice Seeder?
	 •		It	is	a	type	of	planting	equipment	that	accurately	drops	the	seeds	or	group	of	seeds	
     in equidistant spaces along a furrow (PNS/PAES 171:2015)

  equal distance
  in straight rows (defined rows)
  adjustment for hill spacing, and 
  adjustment for seeding rate
  
	 •	PRS can plant dry, soaked, incubated seeds.

B. Why we need the PRS?

	 •	Lack	of	laborers	for	rice	transplanting		

	 •	20-25	man-days/hectare	–labor	requirements	for	manual	transplanting

	 •	High	cost	of	manual	transplanting	

	 •	Php6K-9K	for	seedbed	preparations,	pulling	and	transplanting

	 •	Low	productivity	of	rice	farming.	There	is	a	need	to	improve	the	existing
    method to a more efficient system

	 •	With	the	existing	method	(manual	transplanting,	broadcast	direct	seeding	and
   other planting systems), there is a high possibility of incorrect placement
   (distance and seeding rate) of planted rice resulting to low yield and productivity

C. What are the types of PRS?

	 •	Riding-Type
  Type of self-propelled rice precision seeder that allows operator to ride on the  

   machine during operation.

  Can be used for wet paddy planting

	 •		Tractor	Attachment	

	 •	Type	of	rice	precision	seeder	which	is	pulled	by	a	four-wheel	tractor

	 •	Usually	used	for	dry	paddy	planting
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C. What are the major parts of a PRS?

Figure 3. Parts of Precision Rice Seeder

D. What are the features of PRS?

• Easy to operate with easy to learn settings

• Adjustable settings
  Hill settings - Plants the seeds in equal distances 
  Row settings – precise distance between rows
  Seeding rate 
  With furrower for drainage and irrigation system 

•	Facilitates	other	farming	activities	to	be	mechanized	like	weed	control	and	fertilizer	application

•	Seeding	capacity	of	up	to	four	hectares	in	one	day	(higher	in	some	models)	

•	Finish	work	faster,	only	requires	3-5	operators/laborers	for	a	day	of	operation

•	Direct	seeding	also	results	in	earlier	harvest	of	the	variety	by	one	week	to	10	day.	
  Thus, the crop has a shorter exposure to possible inclement weather such as floods
   and typhoons.
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PRECISION RICE SEEDING SYSTEM

A. What are the seeding requirements? 

 • Choosing the appropriate variety is crucial in direct wed seeded rice farming.

 • A rice variety that is stable in its performance will produce good yield across locations
   under  irrigated culture but an adopted variety in specific location can produce more 

 • High quality seeds of 40kg/ha rate should be used with the germination rate above 85   
     percent. 

 • Test of the selected seed variety five days before seeding

B. What are the different type of seeds?

 • Dry Seeds

 • Soaked seeds

 • Soaked and Incubated Seeds

C. How to prepare dry seeds for planting?

 • Prepare the good and dry seeds to be used and place it on the seed container of the direct  
     seeding machine.

D. How to prepare soaked seeds?

 1. Place the seeds in the container with clean water for 24 hours.

 2. Remove the empty seeds or the seeds that float in the water.

 3. Stir the seeds in the container thoroughly to remove other floating debris that may be 
     present in the seed lot. This ensures that the remaining seeds will germinate.

 4. Place the seeds in the sack and soak in water for 24 hours, the sack can be placed
     in continuous flowing water or in container with clean water, change the water
     for every six hours to avoid desiccation.

 5. After 24 hours of soaking, remove the seeds from the container and place in a shaded area.
 
 6. Let the seeds be drained and excessive moisture be removed (air dry) before direct seeding.
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E. How to prepare soaked and incubated seeds for planting

 1. Place the seeds in the container with clean water for 24 hours.

 2. Remove the empty seeds or the seeds that float in the water.

 3. Stir the seeds in the container thoroughly to remove other floating debris that may be   
      present  in the seed lot. This ensures that the remaining seeds will germinate.

 3. Place the seeds in the sack and soak in water for 24 hours, the sack can be placed in
   continuous flowing water or in container with clean water, change the water
     for every six hours to avoid desiccation.

 4. After 24 hours of soaking, remove the seeds from the container and place in a shaded area.  
      Incubate the seeds for at least 12 hours or until coleoptiles have slightly emerge from

      the seeds.

 5. Let the seeds be drained and excessive moisture be removed (air dry) before direct seeding.
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6. Precision Rice Seeding System 

Figure 4. Precision Rice Seeding System
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PRECISION RICE SEEDING OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

1. What are the safety measures for the operators?
 
	 •	The	operator	should	read	the	operating	manual	carefully	before	starting	work	with
    the machine.

	 •	Drive	or	operate	the	machine	carefully	even	if	the	safety	manual	never	mentioned.	

	 •	Never	allow	to	operate	the	machine	for	any	one	who	can	not	understand	the	manual	such
   as children.

2. What are the safety measures in operating the machine?

	 •	Be	sure	to	check	the	machine	before	starting	work.	Repair	it	if	necessary

	 •	Before	starting	the	engine,	be	sure	to	sit	on	the	operator’s	seat	and	check	if	the
     parking brake applied

	 •	The	engine	exhaust	gas	is	very	harmful	to	the	human	body.	Be	sure	to	ventilate	the
   garage or warehouse well when running the engine inside of those buildings
 
	 •	See	around	the	machine	before	running	the	engine	or	moving	the	machine	for	safety

	 •	Be	extra	careful	to	drive	along	the	road	which	has	steep	sloping	shoulder

	 •	Make	sure	that	there	are	no	foreign	materials	in	each	outlet	and	discharging	section
 
	 •	Apply	grease	onto	the	joint	and	sliding	section	of	the	square	pipe	as	necessary	before	work

	 •	Make	sure	to	apply	grease	onto	each	rotating	part	(joints,	shafts,	etc.)	before	and	after
   operation in order to prevent their corrosion and damage

3. How to safely store the machine?

	 •	For	long	term	storage	of	the	machine,	park	the	machine	on	the	leveled	ground,	place	the	
   main shift lever to Seeding mat position, lower the planting section down to the ground and 
   apply the parking brake

	 •	To	wrap	the	machine	with	cover,	wait	until	the	hot	parts	of	machine	cools	down.
  Otherwise, it may lead to the fire on the machine

4. What are the safety pre-cautions in fueling/lubricating the machine?

	 •	For	checking,	fueling	or	repairing,	park	the	machine	on	the	leveled	and	safe	ground	away	
   from the bypassing vehicle and stop the engine. 

	 •	After	checking,	fueling	or	repairing	the	machine,	put	any	covers	back	to	normal.
   Operating machine without those covers may lead to an accident. 
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5. What are the guidelines for troubleshooting the machine?

Seeds or fertilizer is not discharged

Cause Action

The ground PTO of the motor section 
does not run

•	Check	the	position	of	the	interval	control	lever	and	gear	
engagement of the motor section

•	Check	the	PTO	section	condition

The ground PTO runs but the drive shaft of 
the seeder does not rotate

•	Check	if	the	driveline	of	the	seeder	rotates

The drive shaft of the seeder rotates but the 
seeds (fertilizer) are not discharged

•	Check	the	discharging	system	(dispenser)	for	fertilizer./
seeds for a proper condition

The discharging system operates, but 
fertilizer/seeds are not discharged

•	Check	the	outlet	or	connectionto	the	connecting	tube

•Too	much	moisture	in	seeds	creates	lumps,	leading	to	poor	
discharging performance. Dry seeds properly before sowing 
them.

The blower does not operate (for manuring 
machine)

•	Check	the	blower	components	(wirings,	limit	switch,	etc.)

a. An abnormal amount of seed is sown

Cause Action

The sowing amount is different by rows
•	Check	that	all	seed	quantity	adjusting	discs	are	in	the	same	
position

The discharging amount of seeds is 
insufficient or excessive

•	Select	a	higher	number	to	increase	the	quantity	and	a	lower	
number to decrease the qunatity of discharging seeds

   Table 4. Guidelines for Troubleshooting
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b. The seeder pushes out oil

Cause Action

The float is buried under soil
•	Check	if	that	operating	angle	of	the	float	is	same	to	the	
factory setting 

The float operates properly above soil •	Adjust	the	sensitivity	control	lever	to	increase	the	sensitivity

c. The marking ruler operates abnormally

Cause Action

The marking ruler cannot be lowered by 
operating the marker control lever

•	Check	the	operation	detecting	section	of	the	control	lever	or	
the operating section of the actuator

The marking ruler can be lowered, but it is 
lifted as soon as the motor section is slinked 
over the limit

•	Check	the	assembly	condition	of	the	marker	wire	between	
the seeder and motor section.
    - Ajust the wire so that the marking ruler is almost parallel 
to the ground when operating it with the seeder off the 
ground for approximately 30cm.

d. The seed pressing system abnormally operates

Cause Action

The lever operates, but the pressing 
system does not operate

•	Check	the	condtion	of	te	connecting	wire

The lever is heavier than usual •	Check	the	operating	link	and	spring	system
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e. Distributed fertilizer is not covered with soil properly (for manuring machine)

Cause Action

There are lot of straw or grass in the field •	Remove	straw	and	grass	from	the	field	as	much	as	possible

The soil covering plate is distorted or loose •	Install	the	soil	covering	plate	properly

The field soil is too hard or lack water
•	Adjust	the	angle	of	the	soil	coveing	plate 
•Adjust	the	sensivity

f. The fertilizer distribution roller rotates, but the amount of fertilizer distributed is different 
among the grippers (for manuring machine)

Cause Action

The blower operation is different from the 
factory setting (for manuring machine)

•	Check	the	blower	components	(wirings,	limit	switch,	etc.)

There are wet fertilizer lumps stuck on the 
fertilizer distribution roller

•	Remove	the	delivery	case	to	clean	it

Delivered fertilizer is wet
•	Remove	wet	fertilizer	and	fill	the	hopper	with	new	dry	
fertilizer

The control lever is in the disengage position •	Set	the	lever	in	the	engage	position
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